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PRIDE OF YORKSHIRE!
Welcome to issue 26 of 4walls magazine,
bringing you details of some very exciting new
ranges, fascinating insight from our experts,
and features on an extremely talented
collection of artists - alongside our regular
sections. We want to inspire you and also
to provide practical, commercial advice that
could help your business, especially as we
start the run up to Christmas.
Yorkshire-based Lucy Pittaway talks about
her artworks featuring the county’s stunning
natural beauty - which started with sheep
and expanded to lycra-clad cyclists! She also
tells us about her long-term partnership with
framer Andy Richardson.

Jared David explains why “selling the price is
just as important as selling the product” with
some sage thoughts on managing what he
calls price shock.

When artist Anne Carpenter finished art school, after training as a
potter, she quickly realised that she was going to struggle to afford
all the major equipment that was required: a potter’s wheel, kiln
and a regular supply of clay makes for an expensive process. Not
wanting her creative flair to go to waste, she began looking for
another medium to work with, which led her to left-over scraps
of fabric from her dressmaking.

We also have stories of Antarctic adventure,
a Calendar Girls charity exhibition, frames
being very profitably used as retail displays
and a Masterclass with a Formula One theme.
We hope you enjoy the issue. As ever, we
love receiving your feedback, so if you have
any comments or a story for 4walls, do let
us know. You can get in touch by phone, on
email, or connect with us via our social media
channels – we are now on Instagram too!

[BLUE EYES]
Lucy Pittaway

Pauline

Pauline Hutchinson, Editor
pauline.hutchinson@arqadia.co.uk
4walls by Arqadia

@4wallsbyArqadia

@4wallsbyarqadia
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Anne cuts the fabric scraps and places
them like adding colour to a painting. She
says, “I draw and I paint, but my medium
is fabric. I cut, and scissors are my pencil.
There is no preliminary drawing. Linear
effects are gained from teased and drawn
threads while shading and tonality are
achieved by using nets and tulle.”
She started by creating Victorian figures,
which she then framed and sold from
Liberty’s for two pounds and 10 shillings.
In 1977, for the Queen’s Silver Jubilee,
people commissioned Anne to create
pictures of their houses in red, white and
blue fabric as a souvenir.
Anne’s unusual technique has developed
over many years as has her interest in the
medium of fabrics. “The limitless variety
of texture, colour, pattern and fibres,
both synthetic and natural, is highly
stimulating,” comments Anne.
Running workshops for other budding
artists, Anne’s philosophy is ‘to make the
most of what you’ve got’ and encourages
her students to bring their own fabric
scraps to create their individual pictures.
Getting a lot of commissions, she finds
that houses and animals are very popular.
While creating pieces for her own
pleasure and exhibitions, Anne’s subject
matter often features fruit, vegetables
and trees. She says, “the fun is finding
the fabric scraps that look like something
else, such as radishes, grapes or figs.”
Framing her pieces is also an important
part of Anne’s work. “I like to make sure
my pieces are framed well in order to
create a finished look.

I’m very involved in the process and
work closely with my framer, Ron
Carpenter, who is also my husband, to
choose the frame for each ‘painting’,”
comments Anne.
As a member of the Society of Graphic
Fine Arts (SGFA), Anne takes part in
many exhibitions and has been collating a
selection of pieces to display in the SGFA
Exhibition ‘Draw 17’ being held at the
Menier Gallery, Southwark from 3rd to
14th October. This annual event includes
a number of awards, of which Arqadia
is a sponsor, which are given out across
the exhibition. Anne is also showcasing
a number of pieces in the West Bristol
Arts Trail being held this month.
Moving on with her work, Anne has
recently begun to experiment with
printing. “I am creating pieces with a very
primitive technique, using simple tools
such as card blocks and string. Although
occasionally I will still also add a piece of
fabric or two!
“I was trained in Pottery and potterymodelling and I believe this is what
accounts for my strong interest in
presenting 3D qualities in my work.”
With Anne’s style still developing,
workshops and commissions using
her personal technique of ‘painting
with fabric’ continue to prove popular
amongst her followers.
To view more of Anne’s work or
to arrange a workshop or discuss a
commission visit
www.annecarpenterfabriccollages.co.uk
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NEW AUTUMN
LAUNCHES
At Arqadia, we are dedicated to
providing our customers with beautiful
designs across the industry’s widest
range of quality mouldings. As part of
this product development programme,
we have launched an impressive
selection of new products as part of
our autumn collection.

EIFFEL BY
LARSON JUHL

TOUCHWOOD
COLLECTION

Exclusively Larson Juhl, The Eiffel range is available in
single length or via our chop service.

Our new and exclusive Touchwood collection
provides a selection of products with a natural
veneered finish in wenge, walnut, oak, maple and
beech. The collection is split into four ranges:
•

Taking inspiration from the iconic Parisian landmark,
the Eiffel collection has a metallic finish that mimics the
wrought iron material used to construct the tower,
while the profile’s texture is reminiscent of its lattice
pattern. With four shimmering shades – silver, pewter,
gold and bronze – the range is available in three profile
widths of 31mm, 39mm, and 73mm.

NERO
The Nero range offers five
stylish foil-finished mouldings
in soft metallic colours. With a
traditional scoop profile, the
Nero range is available in
bronze, lead, pewter, silver and
copper – all with a grey back.
Nero is perfect for enhancing
many types of artwork.

Art – comprised of simple, everyday mouldings

•	
Interiors – cutting edge profiles designed to
appeal to interior designers
•	
Floats/Spacers – float mouldings and spacers
for canvases
•	
Unique – an unusual and original mix of
veneers and finishes.
The Touchwood range is unique. Solid wood
mouldings such as oak and beech are hard to cut and
very heavy. Having a real wood veneer makes them
lighter, easier to cut and affordable.
The collection gives the opportunity to capture the
fashionable ‘unfinished’ or Nordic look but with
none of the challenges associated with working in
solid wood mouldings. With a unique set of profiles,
Touchwood retains the sharp edge necessary for
the perfect framing of art. Touchwood also allows a
framer to add their own choice of stain finish.
The Touchwood 'Unique' collection is also available
in single length or via our chop service.

C ASTILE
Featuring thirteen colours, the Castile range
offers a mixture of both painted and lacquered
finishes. With a generous rebate, the mouldings
are flat, leading down to a bevel profile.
Featuring a wide range of colours from lighter
ivory and white shades to richer browns and
greys, combined with an unusual profile, this
range will enhance a variety of artworks.

FINESSE
The Finesse range has a
simple profile featuring an
oak back that will suit all
types of artwork. Offering
a deep flat profile, the
Finesse range is available in
four colours – black, white,
light grey and mid grey.
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LU CY’S TO UR
D E F O R C E

RICHMOND-BASED PASTEL ARTIST LUCY PITTAWAY HAS SEEN HER POPULARITY
SOAR OVER THE LAST COUPLE OF YEARS SINCE SHE BECAME THE OFFICIAL
ARTIST FOR THE TOUR DE YORKSHIRE. THE PARTNERSHIP HAS ENABLED HER
TO SHOWCASE HER WORK TO A WHOLE NEW CUSTOMER BASE AND HAS
SEEN HER BRANCH OUT FROM SHEEP TO LYCRA-CLAD CYCLISTS!
Lucy’s love of art began when she was
a child. As a young girl and teenager she
was always happiest when left with some
drawing materials and paper. Through
the years, she has experimented with
numerous different media, both in two
and three dimensions, including furniture
painting, jewellery making, floristry
and animation, but her passion lies
with painting and drawing.
When the time came for her to choose a
career path, she was in no doubt that it
would be something within the realms of
Art and Design. She went to college for
two years to study art and design and
won several competitions for her ideas
and designs. After that, she completed a
graphic design degree at Northumbria
University, worked as a graphic designer
and taught at the college where she had
studied, only six years earlier.
During the generous school holidays, she
spent much of the time drawing and
creating canvases that sold to clients
across the UK and Europe. As time
progressed, she came to the conclusion
that she enjoyed painting and drawing
more than teaching and so she gave it up
to pursue her life-long ambition of
becoming an artist.
Initially, she set out creating individual
works of art including commissions for
local and international clients but over
time, she began to focus her attention on
two collections of pastel drawings. The
first is a series of ever-changing horizons
from around the world and the second, a
more personal journey. The two
collections share the same medium and
love of nature and landscape but are very
diverse in style.
In 2016, she entered and won
Welcome to Yorkshire’s
competition to become the official
artist of the Tour de Yorkshire. She
used soft pastels, blended

onto board by hand, to create an
incredibly vibrant picture entitled ‘Hills,
Dales and Woolly Tails.’ It depicted the
excitement, endurance and tenacity of the
race, set against the unique Yorkshire
backdrop with an eager crowd of fluffy
sheep spectators, for which she has
become famous.
The following year, Welcome to Yorkshire
offered her the role once more. Lucy
explains: “We built such a strong
partnership in 2016 and really enjoyed
working together. When Welcome to
Yorkshire approached me about the 2017
Tour, it was a no brainer! I was delighted to
accept. I have loved attending different
events throughout the year, showcasing my
work and helping to celebrate the beautiful
county that I live and work in. It has been a
wonderful platform for me, my work and
the business and enabled me to connect
with a whole new customer pool.”
This year’s official Tour picture entitled
“Pedals, Passion & Glory” focuses more
on the atmosphere the spectators create
and the enthusiasm as the race comes
through a town. Lucy says: “I wanted to
capture the spirit of the race - the way it
brings people together and gives them
something to be really excited about. I
love the way so many people go crazy and
decorate their houses to welcome the
tour through.”
Lucy now has two galleries in Richmond
and supplies other galleries, gift shops and
establishments around Yorkshire. She also
runs pop up galleries and exhibitions
throughout the year. Her travels around the
world have inspired her art, as has growing
up on a farm and living amidst the stunning
scenery of the Yorkshire Dales, surrounded
by sheep and pigs. She paints with soft
pastels and uses her fingers and knuckles to
blend the paint – it is a very hands-on
approach which she has always used.
She has worked with local framer, Andy
Richardson, for more than a decade.

Andy of Wensleydale Galleries delivers
frames to Lucy two or three times a week.
He has worked as a framer for 27 years and
loves being surrounded by wonderful
paintings and photography. Lucy says of
him: “He’s a gem. I never doubt the quality
of his work. Frames are hugely important
and I have tried and tested many different
types through the years. Andy usually works
with Arqadia frames and I really like the way
they complement my style. They are firm
favourites and I believe my customers notice
and appreciate them too.”
The Tour de Yorkshire road cycling race
covers 304 miles over three stages and
last year, more than two million people
came out to watch the race. The idea for
the race arose as a legacy event following
the significant success of the 2014 Tour de
France to the county. It has brought
countless cycle enthusiasts to Yorkshire
and has had a positive, knock-on effect to
the local community.
Andy Richardson of Wensleydale Galleries
in Leyburn comments: “Yorkshire has
enjoyed a good few years. The tourists
and cyclists have filled the hotels and B&Bs
and this has had a ripple out effect to us
too. As the hotels and restaurants have
done well, they have needed more
artwork and hence more frames! Similarly,
the more successful Lucy has become and
the more paintings she has sold, the
greater number of frames we have
supplied her. We are so proud of Lucy’s
success and our ongoing partnership with
her. She is one of Yorkshire’s rising stars
and she deserves every bit of the attention
she is getting. She has brought the beauty
of Yorkshire to so many people through
her eye-catching, colourful paintings and
she truly captures the spirit of the Tour de
Yorkshire.”
In 2017, Lucy was also named The
Fine Art Trade Guild’s ‘Up and
Coming Artist of the Year.’
www.lucypittaway.co.uk
www.wensleysdalegalleries.co.uk
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PAIN T IN G T HE
O F O U R T IME

STO RY

Peter continues: “Edward Hopper is
another social realist painter that I draw
inspiration from. He deliberately chose to
depict American life that felt commonplace
and went to great lengths to avoid scenes
that looked too unique. “Room in New
York” (1932) is a perfect example of how he
represented normal life, unposed”
Peter’s work is very much of the moment.
He speculates about the future: “It’ll be
interesting to see how the technology
addiction paintings that I’m doing now will
be viewed in ten or twenty years. Will we
still be looking down at our devices like
zombies or will technology be embedded
into us by then? This body of work has such
a rich vein of inspiration that I don’t ever
see me turning my back on this series.”

PETER DAVIS IS A PRIZE-WINNING
CONTEMPORARY FIGURATIVE
PAINTER. HE IS FASCINATED
WITH PEOPLE’S USE OF PERSONAL
TECHNOLOGY AND HOW IT
IMPACTS THE WORLD AND
RELATIONSHIPS.
While his paintings can now be seen
in exhibitions throughout the UK,
Peter hasn’t always been a professional
artist. He spent more than 25 years as
a conceptual art director and creative
director in advertising agencies. His career
in visual communications has undoubtedly
influenced him and probably explains
why many of his paintings tend to have a
narrative and graphic composition.

Artist Peter Davis is a prize-winning contemporary figurative painter
and elected member of the Manchester Academy of Fine Arts (MAFA).
His work has been shown in exhibitions throughout the UK, including
in London’s Mall Galleries. In 2017, he was shortlisted by the country’s
leading art magazine, Artist & Illustrators, for Artist of the Year.

His aim is to create contemporary
portraiture with a social realism and the
majority of his non-commissioned paintings
explore the subject of humanity and its
relationship with technology. Peter outlines
his focus: “Today’s society is obsessed with
personal technology. You only have to go
on a train journey to see just how much
everyone is transfixed by their devices.
I reckon it’s now the most ubiquitous
pose on the planet and so commonplace
that we’re becoming blind to it. It’s my
fascination with this aspect of humanity
that led me to specialise in contemporary
portraiture and start documenting people
living in our digital age.
“Technology is amazing and I’m addicted
to my smartphone just like everyone else.
I read an interesting statistic recently that

80% of us admit to being active on our
smartphones while in mid-conversation
with friends. I believe our personal devices
are fundamentally changing the way we
interact with each other – for the good
and bad. My work can be read as a social
documentary that poses questions about
our digital epoch and the status of the
human being within contemporary society.”
His use of the conventional art of painting
juxtaposes the very modern focus of
his work. The subjects of his paintings
are often hypnotised and spellbound by
technology. “With my paintings, there
is an intentional dichotomy between the
technology-centric images that I like to
observe and my traditional method of
painting,” he explains. “Whilst the scenes
that I see can pass in seconds, it can take
many days, if not weeks, for me to preserve
in paint the essence of a fleeting moment.”
In a world which is saturated with images
and where a photo can be taken on a
smartphone within seconds, Peter’s
art stands out. It joins a long standing
tradition of artists who have observed
and documented social phenomena.
“Take Augustus Egg’s painting “The
Travelling Companions” (1862) that
depicts two wealthy Victorian women on
a train travelling to the South of France,”
comments Peter. “This painting is a
fantastic example of a 19th Century social
statement all about the new technology of
the time - luxury passenger trains. Although
on first glance Egg’s work and mine feel
very different, we’re both simply reflecting
our own take on ‘modern’ life.”

In addition to his social commentary
work, Peter regularly undertakes portrait
commissions for private and commercial
clients. He enjoys the process of getting to
know his sitter and coming up with a visual
narrative for the composition – which he
says “doesn’t have to feature them with
their devices!”
At the end of the creative process, Peter
values finding the right frame for each work
of art: “For me choosing the right frame
is an important ingredient in a painting’s
composition. The Arqadia float moulding
that I use across all my work enhances the
overall narrative of the series. Seeing my
paintings framed consistently and hanging
together, each one playing off each other,
creates a powerful additional dimension
- everyone fixated to their devices, all
together yet all apart.”
He concludes: “Having a strong relationship
with your framer is vital. They need to
understand your exacting requirements and
vision as an artist and it’s equally important
to take on board their expertise and advice.
My framer, Paul Rendal at Cave Framing,
and I have established a good partnership.
He knows what a perfectionist I am, so
always frames my work with precisely a
7mm shadow gap between the painting and
the frame!”
www.peterdavisartist.com
Framer: Paul Rendel, Cave Framing, 57
Waverley Road, Sale M33 7AY
Arqadia “Canvas box” moulding: ref 619
167 000 from Essentials range
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B A R I N G A L L
F O R C H A R I T Y

WARRINGTON-BASED PHOTOGRAPHERS PICTURESQ ARE GEARING UP
FOR THEIR THIRD ANNUAL CHARITY EXHIBITION, WHICH FEATURES
‘CALENDAR GIRLS’ STYLE IMAGES OF THEIR CUSTOMERS.
The Pink Ladies exhibition, which will
take place at Picturesq's Latchford
shop in November, will feature 45-50
photographs of customers with only a
variety of props such as hats or flowers
to cover their modesty. There will
be two to three cocktail evenings to
showcase the event and the photographs
will be put on sale during the show with
all proceeds going to Cancer Research.
Owner Nigel Thomas explains how the
unusual photography event first got
started: “One of our customers lost her
mother to breast cancer and vowed to
undertake a marathon before her 30th
birthday. She completed the marathon
around her birthday but shortly after
found a lump herself.

“After successfully receiving treatment,
she later came to us and asked if we’d do
a calendar girls' style shoot for her. Her
story really struck a chord with us and
we thought what a good idea it would be
to get other customers involved as a way
to help raise some money for the charity.
And so it began!”
Nigel and his co-owner Teresa put a sign
up in the shop and began asking their
other customers. Nigel says: “To our
surprise the idea was greeted with great
enthusiasm and in just a few months
we had photographed over 50 ladies
between the ages of 19 and 69. It was
actually a really interesting exercise in
seeing how different people reacted.
“While some were nervous to do
the shoot alone, others were more

apprehensive to ask their friends to join
them. So some came on their own, some
with wine, some with friends or relatives
(and wine) and some brought their own
props including bikes and pot plants.”

before the show but got everything ready
in time. The first show went really well,
we held three cocktail evenings with
raffles, laughing and chat, and we raised
around £1,000”, says Nigel.

Once they had taken the first set of
photographs, Nigel and Teresa were
unsure how to best show them off.
Another customer suggested hiring
a room at a local hotel to host an
exhibition but wary about bearing the
brunt of the costs they decided to make
the most of what they already had and
hold the exhibition in their shop.

He continues, “We are now much more
organised and start photographing
customers taking part from February
onwards. By the time we get to August
and September we start framing the
images we’ve got, with a view to the
exhibition being set up to run for
two-three weeks during November.”

“In the beginning, we weren’t really sure
how it would all work. Arqadia kindly
agreed to supply us with mouldings and
mountboard to frame the photos. We
were frantically framing the weekend

As well as raising vital funds for a very
worthy charity the exhibition also helps
Nigel and Teresa to increase their
customer base with the extra footfall
they see into the shop during the show.

“We get lots of new customers through
the doors during the exhibition – who
may be coming to see pictures of their
friends and family or who are simply
curious. The November timing also
works extremely well as many people
are looking for Christmas present ideas
– which of course helps us to raise more
money! Last year we raised around
£1,200 and are hoping for something
similar or of course more this year.
“We don’t recall any of our ladies saying
they had ever done anything like this
before and so we thank them for their
bravery and daring, their sense of fun
and their faith and trust in us. Not to
mention the money they are helping
us raise for Cancer Research. Many
of our ladies even want to repeat the

experience and are already thinking
up new ideas and getting their friends
involved”, says Nigel.
The Pink Ladies photoshoot costs just
£25 (donation) and models are given a
proof book of photos to keep as well
as selecting one image to appear in the
exhibition.
To find out more about the exhibition
or to take part visit the website
www.picturesq.co.uk
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and it’s going to look perfect! OK, so let’s
work out the price for this…” This kind of
language helps reduce any reservations or
doubts in a customer’s mind.

OVERCOMING
PRICE SHOCK
BY JARED DAVIS, MCPF, GCF

T H E R E I S A C R I T I C A L M O M E N T I N E V E R Y C O N S U LTAT I O N
D U R I N G W H I C H YO U Q U OT E T H E P R I C E TO YO U R C U S TO M E R .
O N E O F M Y C U S TO M E R S O N C E TO L D M E , “ S E L L I N G T H E P R I C E I S
J U S T A S I M P O R TA N T A S S E L L I N G T H E P R O D U C T.” E X A C T LY H O W
YO U D E L I V E R A P R I C E TO A C U S TO M E R C A N D R A M AT I C A L LY
D E T E R M I N E T H E S U C C E S S O R F A I L U R E O F T H I S M O M E N T, F A R
M O R E T H A N T H E P R I C E I T S E L F.
Price shock, also known as sticker
shock, is the most common obstacle
to overcome in selling custom framing.
People don’t often get things custom
framed, so they generally don’t know
where the value goes into making
a frame – especially in relation to
price. First-time customers usually
have a minimal, pre-conceived budget
for a custom frame. When a price is
eventually revealed to them, it can far
exceed their expectations, adding an
unexpected shock for them to process.
Let’s have a look as some of the primary
factors that can influence how a customer
may accept or reject a price you’re about
to quote them.
BELIEVE IN YOUR PRICING
The first step in conquering customers’
doubts about a price is conquering your
own. Unless you can “fake it,” it’s hard
to convince someone of a price for your
product if you don’t believe in it yourself.
I had a friend who was a car salesman. He
used to sell high-value luxury BMW cars,
but drove to and from work every day in
his humble Toyota Corolla. He understood
that his clients’ pockets were deeper than

his – and through his ability to accept this,
he became successful at his job and was
eventually able to afford his own BMW.
Custom framing is not all that expensive,
especially when compared to the costs
of other home furnishing items and the
comparatively long-term value consumers
will see from their framed artwork.
Considering the cost of window coverings,
quality bedspreads, lighting fixtures, rugs,
and so on, these items will generally cost
more and need to be replaced sooner than
your average custom frame. The true value
of custom framing is definitely worth it.

PREPARE FOR THE PRICE
Prevention is always better than a cure.
Let’s consider a few helpful strategies you
could implement, before you quote a price:
• Provide options. Consumers like the
ability to consider and eliminate alternative
options to help justify that their decision
was the correct one. As someone selling
them a custom frame, you need to provide
them with those choices. When a customer
asks “Can I please have a quote to frame
this?” you can immediately reduce their
anxiety and comfort them with a simple
response like, “Sure! In fact, why don’t we

work out a few different quotes for you to
compare?”
• Start high. Whenever you start the
quoting process by pricing the most basic
or limited design option first, you risk
meeting or exceeding the customer’s
mental budget too soon – leaving you
stuck with the low number and unable
to sell them on pricier add-ons. On the
other hand, if you start by quoting the
highest value design – which incorporates
premium options in glazing, mountboard, or
moulding – you will be able to work down
toward lower-priced alternatives. This can
be achieved by downgrading premium items
to head in a more favourable direction
toward the customer’s desired budget.
More often than not, the customer soon
realises the negative compromises they
would be making with each step down,
which then helps them justify returning
toward the original, higher-value options
you quoted (because they always look
better!).
• Validate and confirm. Just before you
quote any price, let the customer know
they’ve made a great choice by saying
something like, “You know, I really like this
option, too. You’ve made a great choice,

for values over 1,000, so a price of £1,420
would succinctly be quoted as “fourteentwenty.”

• Use a POS. There’s definitely something
convincing and non-negotiable about a
price that is generated from a computer
with Point of Sale software, compared to
a price scratched with a pad and pencil. A
POS detaches you from being personally
responsible for the price determined. This
also allows you to retain a stronger level
of trust with the client, where you can
convincingly “take their side” if needed.

• Write it down. Some framers prefer to
show the price to the client rather than
verbalise it by writing it down on a piece of
paper and presenting it to the client. Not
only does this approach help soften the
delivery, but it can also be used in a way
to make a customer feel like this is their
“special price.” This method can also be
handy when you need to deliver a price to
a customer in a busy store, so that other
customers within earshot can’t hear it.

• Attitude and demeanour. Always aim
to have a friendly and easy attitude with
customers. This can be expressed in the
tone of your voice and the language you
use. Avoid talking down to customers, as
this can make them feel resentful. Body
language is also important. Be conscious
of making any exaggerated gestures or
fidgeting. Also, avoid any defensive poses
like crossing your arms, and never turn
your back on a customer, especially when
either of you are speaking.

• Close the sale. Quoting the price is the
ideal opportunity to close the sale, simply
by following the price with an obligatory
question. For example, “The price for this
comes to X-Y-Z. So, when did you need it
done by?” Or, “…and how would you like to
pay for that today?” This strategy hastens
the customer past any time to mentally
process the price, because they’ve just been
asked another relevant question they’re
obliged to prioritise and answer first.

QUOTE THE PRICE
This is the moment that matters, so take
heed of these few vital tips:
• Sell the feeling, not the frame. The
customer is not just buying four bits of
wood and a piece a glass – they’re buying
a unique, hand-crafted custom design for
their treasured memory. The feelings are
worth far more than the frame itself!
• Look them in the eye. Always maintain
eye contact when quoting a price,
so customers don’t doubt your own
confidence in the number. If they suspect
that you don’t trust your own price, then
they certainly won’t, either.
• Voice control. Your voice and demeanour
can speak volumes. Stand face-on and be
relaxed and easy when you quote a price.
A loud voice can overpower a customer
and their confidence, but a consistent and
moderate tone can keep things warm. Be
clear, don’t mumble, and don’t be fearful of
the price you’re about to quote.
• Soften the blow. Avoid verbalizing
total figures. Words like “hundred” and
“thousand” can deliver a verbal punch,
which can be significantly softened just by
quoting individual numerals instead. For
example, rather than saying, “That comes
to three hundred and eighty-five pounds,”
you could just say, “That comes to threeeight-five.” Also, use double-digit numerals

HANDLE SHOCK WHEN IT
OCCURS
Whenever a customer reveals price shock,
it doesn’t automatically mean that they’re
not going to buy it or that you need to
reduce your price. It generally means that
they’re psychologically unprepared and just
need to re-process the value in order to
find a way to justify it.
Remember, compared to other home
furnishing items, custom framing is not
expensive. They can afford it – even if it has
to go on a credit card. They just need to
justify the purchase.
For some customers, this may require a
few quiet moments to think it over. For
others, they may need encouragement
and assistance to help them reassess the
value. Some consumers may also become
defensive – “I don’t think I can afford this!”
– or even offensive, as in, “Could you give
me a better price than this?”
Here are some suggested responses and
strategies to help a customer feel that they
can regain control of the situation and
circumvent a negative outcome:
• “I completely understand. Most people
initially find this expensive, but it just
depends on how important this is to you.”
• “If this doesn’t suit your budget, perhaps we
could change the mat/glass or alter the frame?”

This article has been reproduced with permission from Picture Framing Magazine
www.pictureframingmagazine.com

• “Perhaps we could find a ready-made frame
option to try and make this work for you?”
• “Well, when you consider that this will
probably hang on your wall for the next 10
years, it’s costing you less than £25 a year,
or just £2 a month.”
• “If I could offer a lower price, I would,
but our prices are based on our handmade craftsmanship using the best
quality materials – which we never like to
compromise.”
• “Unfortunately, I can’t give you a better
price, but I can guarantee that you will
absolutely love it when you see it on your
wall every day!”
• “You could just pay half of the total price
now, and then pay the other half when
the piece is ready to be picked up in a few
weeks’ time.”

TO DISCOUNT OR NOT TO
DISCOUNT?
Situations like this can create the
temptation to discount. I don’t recommend
discounting. Although it may seem effective
at making people think they’ve scored a
deal, it undermines the true value and
integrity of your product. If you choose to
dabble in discounting, keep in mind that the
money still has to come from somewhere.
You will have to either strategically inflate
your pricing to start with, or severely
compromise your margins based on fixed
material and labour costs for manufacturing
your product.
Remember, just because you may not be
able to afford it doesn’t mean they can’t.
It’s not a matter of if they can afford it – it’s
just a matter of how they can justify it.
As the saying goes, “It’s not what you say,
it’s how you say it.” Ultimately, I feel this
all comes down to what I call emotional
maths; how you make them feel is directly
proportional to how much they’ll spend.
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AN ARTI S T' S
ADVEN TU R E

ANTAR C T IC

RENOWNED WILDLIFE ARTIST DARREN REES FULFILLED A LIFETIME’S
AMBITION WHEN HE GOT TO SPEND FIVE WEEKS ABOARD HMS
PROTECTOR ON ITS MISSION TO THE BRITISH ANTARCTIC SURVEY BASE.

ship and I was given the crow's nest to work from
– with its 360 degree views it worked as a great
studio space. I was also allowed free access to the
ship and spent time sketching from the bridge and
under the helipad where they offered superior
views. But the highlight was always when we
managed to get on land.”

Darren was selected as the Friends of
the Scott Polar Research Institute’s
Artist in Residence during the 2014/2015
season. A coveted position, Darren
knew he was in good company given
the artists who had previously been
given the placement. He says, “It’s a
tough application process to go through
and just being shortlisted and invited
for the interview was a tremendous
achievement. But to be awarded the
sought-after placement was magical!”
The selected Friends' Artist in Residence travels
south with the Royal Navy on board HMS
Protector – the Navy’s only ice breaker – for
a month-long placement during the Antarctic
summer season.
Darren says, “This really was an exciting
expedition for me. I’d never been to Antarctica
before and it was a part of the world I had always
wanted to visit. A lot of time was spent on the

He continues, “While I knew what to expect
from the landscape and the wildlife in Antarctica,
the life of a Navy sailor was something totally
new to me and a thoroughly interesting
experience.”
Here Darren tells us of his three most
memorable moments during his Antarctic
adventure:
Penguins on the Falklands
“As a wildlife enthusiast I’ve always wanted to
witness the large penguin colonies of the far
south. I’ve been lucky enough to see penguins
in the wild in the Galapagos and South Africa –
wonderful occasions for sure but these had
been small groups of a dozen or so birds.
My placement started in the Falkland Islands
where there are spectacular numbers of
penguins and I had opportunities on three
days to visit three colonies.
The first was close to Port Stanley, at Gypsy
Cove, where there were hundreds of Magellanic
Penguins hunkered amongst the grass tussocks
on the low cliff slopes. Hundreds more were
strewn across the perfect white sand beach
below and there was no shortage of interesting

models as I sketched and painted. It was also my
first full day in the field – I had arrived the day
before, after a long flight from Brize Norton
via Ascension Island – so there were new birds
everywhere with Blackish Cinclodes, Upland
Goose, Austral Thrush and Dark-throated
Finch. In the shallow bay there were Peale’s
Dolphins bursting through the water, with
larger Sei Whales surfacing further out.
My second day took me to Telephone
Cove where there was a colony of engaging
Rockhopper Penguins – totally adorable! My
guide for the day was a farmer called Adrian
who loved showing people the prize exhibits
on his land. He was also a keen sports fan and
it was rather surreal spending the day sketching
and painting penguins while he listened to Radio
5-live broadcasting International Rugby and then
the League Cup Final football from half-way
around the world!
Other side-show attractions included
Peregrines, Giant Petrel, a beautiful dark
Variable Hawk soaring with Turkey Vultures, and
another Sei Whale in the bay. For the record,
Chelsea beat Spurs 2-0 with goals from John
Terry and Diego Costa, yet Rockhoppers United
were easily my team-of-the-day.
On the third day I met Peter, a local fishermancum-guide who took me to Volunteer Point. It
was an amazing drive, first by road to Johnson’s
Farm, then off-road across endless exposed
moor to Volunteer Point. It’s a fantastic place

and worth the bumpy, and at times muddy,
ride. A broad, beautiful white beach stretched
to turquoise surf, with grassy dunes and short
turf and there were birds everywhere. Gentoo,
Magellanic and King Penguins dotted the
landscape in great numbers, and there was just
too little time. I took lots of photos for a frantic
half hour before knuckling down to paint for
nearly three hours. At first the weather was
fine but then there was a slight drizzle in the
air that just persisted and proved difficult for
watercolours…
I persevered working with the King Penguins,
and I recall being a little disappointed by my
efforts but this could never ruin the experience
of being there. Now I look back and even think
that the spotting on the paintings – a little like a
marbling effect – actually enhances the image.
Arriving at the Antarctic Peninsula
and Whales
Of all the many memorable days throughout my
residency, the first day at the Antarctic Peninsula
was a stand-out. I’ve been lucky enough to have
seen many whales before - leading nature tours
including whale-watch excursions means I’ve
seen more than my fair share. I’d add that each
and every time is a thrill, yet this was to be one
of the most spectacular of days.
Dawn was crisp and clear and the sublime
landscape of the Antarctic Peninsula wrapped
around us. Breath taking peaks and snowcovered slopes were coloured by the low

morning light as HMS Protector pushed through
flat, still waters. Looking down I could see the
water was cloudy and laden with microscopic
life, and I had learned that overnight the ship’s
filters had been blocked by its shrimpy content.
We were travelling through krill soup.
The conical sprays from whale blows were
dotted across the surface of the water in
every direction. Humpbacks were diving
around us and the normally white undersides
to their tail flukes were coloured orange by
the density of the diatoms in the water. I
estimated over a hundred animals escorted
our passage through the Gerlache Strait.
Rothera BAS base
Of all the time during my residency, my most
productive was while we were at the British
Antarctic Survey (BAS) base at Rothera. The
Royal Navy was tasked with pumping fuel for
the forthcoming winter and to assist with survey
work for improvements to the harbour area.
This warranted an extended stay for HMS
Protector and her crew and so I spent three full
days on land at Rothera making the most of the
landscape and its wild residents. In particular,
I enjoyed very close proximity to Antarctic
Fur Seals, Antarctic (Blue-eyed) Shags, Adelie
Penguins and especially the charismatic Southern
Elephant Seals that were loafing around the
buildings. These made great models as they
were used to people walking around and were

keen to exploit the relative shelter afforded by
the buildings.
Studying elephant seals close up might not be
to everyone’s liking as the experience was a fullon sensory overload. Breaking wind, belching
and roaring, they sounded like orcs having an
altercation at a steam engine rally. The aromas
were rich and pungent and luckily I didn’t paint
with scratch-n-sniff materials.
The landscape was equally as breath taking
and was irresistible to an artist with paint.
After several days on the move aboard HMS
Protector, this was the first time I could sit and
paint giant icebergs directly with no fear of the
perspective or background moving”.
Darren created almost 150 images during his
time in the Antarctic, a mixture of field sketches
and paintings. On his return he documented
his expedition in a book, titled Ice Bound and
published by Mascot Media.
Darren says, “It is very humbling being at
the bottom most part of the world and this
expedition really was a lifetime ambition
achieved for me. I hope my book gives people
even just a small insight into the natural wonders
of Antarctica.”
To see more of Darren’s work including images
from his Ice Bound adventure visit
www.darrenrees.com
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CHEDDAR-BASED BUSINESS

LIGHTS
UP
THE WORLD
FOUR YEARS AGO, BRIDGET PRICE WAS BROWSING PINTEREST WHEN SHE SPOTTED A
UNIQUE-LOOKING FRAME WITH AN IN-BUILT SHELF. DESPERATE TO CHANGE CAREERS,
THIS WAS HER “LIGHTBULB” MOMENT. SINCE THEN, SHE HASN’T LOOKED BACK AND
HER BUSINESS, CHICYBEE ®, NOW DESIGNS AND MANUFACTURES STYLISH RETAIL DISPLAY
SOLUTIONS USING FRAMES, FOR BEAUTY SALONS, SPAS AND HOTELS ACROSS THE WORLD.

Bridget started her working life as a picture framer. She
then moved into social care but sadly after several years got
burnt out. She was looking for a new direction or business
idea when serendipity struck. Seeing the frame and shelf on
Pinterest, she saw the opportunity to use her previous framing
skills to forge a career in a slightly different sector.
She created her first display case from her home near
Cheddar and posted it on Facebook. This was immediately
seen by a local salon which ordered three more of them. From
there the business, which she named Chicybee ®, grew and
Bridget has already moved to bigger premises twice. Once the
website was up and running, orders started flowing in from all
around the world and Bridget now sells as many products to
American salons as she does to ones in the UK.
She explains: “US salons are so big that they tend to
want big shop furniture. We are able to use wide
mouldings and create bespoke display solutions
that our American customers absolutely love.”
Bridget continues: “Once we established our main product
line, we started adding lights to the frames. My husband
focuses on the electrics and these Hollywood-style mirrors
have proven really successful. We find the Arqadia mouldings
are very popular as they are high quality, attractive and create
a beautiful backdrop for products.”
Bridget’s creativity and design ideas stem from her knowledge
of picture framing, furniture painting and her love of handmade
artistry. All of the products are designed and created in the
Chicybee’s® workshop in Cheddar, Somerset from where
Bridget runs the business. It offers a local service where
business owners are welcome to drop in and discuss design
options but it is also expanding rapidly overseas.

Chicybee’s® personalised service means that products can be
adapted and designed with particular products in mind, for
example nail varnish, hair and beauty products, kitchen herbs
and spices or jewellery.
The display frames are crafted from wood which is
prepared, painted and decorated. “They are a beautiful
alternative to the mass-produced, acrylic display
stands that salons often use,” says Bridget. “They are
also a great way of utilising finite shop space whilst
creating a stylish and eye-catching focal point.”
Chicybee ® receives at least six enquiries a day and is a truly
modern success story. The majority of the sales come through
social media – Bridget manages its online presence and
Instagram is currently its biggest and most fruitful channel.
The team is usually working on around twenty orders at any
one time.

One happy customer recently posted on Instagram: “Just
wanted to give a major shout out to Chicybee ® display frames
for my stunning limited edition nail varnish and glitter display
frames. They are just stunning and I love them. If anyone needs
any display frames this is the place to go! Bridget is amazing,
super lovely and so helpful! THANK YOU.”
Bridget concludes: “Business is growing rapidly. We have a bit
of a monopoly at the moment though some people are copying
our ideas. We are flattered but we know that the quality of
our products surpasses anything anyone else is doing. One of
our frames recently featured in an episode of Eastenders and
we are constantly getting endorsements and recommendations
via Instagram, Twitter and Facebook. Social media is really
important to us and helps us connect with our customers and
potential businesses across the world.”
www.chicybee.co.uk
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WILLIAMS 40
A R Q A D I A

M A S T E R C L A S S

THIS YEAR IS THE FORTIETH ANNIVERSARY OF THE FOUNDING OF THE WILLIAMS F1
GRAND PRIX TEAM. AS PART OF THE CELEBRATIONS AN EVENT WAS HELD AT SILVERSTONE
TO DISPLAY AND DEMONSTRATE CARS FROM THE COMPANY’S HISTORY. I WAS ASKED TO
FRAME SOME PHOTOGRAPHS FROM THE DAY AS A SPECIAL MEMENTO.

[MASTERCL ASS]

The first task was to select the photos
to use, two were obvious; the first and
latest cars, for prominence they were
made the largest images. Three more
were included from the on track action,
the first Grand Prix winner, a six wheeler
which never raced and Nigel Mansell’s
World Championship winning car.

Photo 2 - The mount colours were taken
from the corporate colours of red, white
and blue. The bottom mount was cut
first, with the addition of a dark blue
inlay which would go behind the logo cut
out in the top mount.

Photo 5 - The Williams letters were cut
and narrow spacer strips stuck on the
back to lift the letters above the mount
and give a shadow. When fitting letters
I like to produce a template, this makes
the fixing process a lot quicker and
ensures the correct spacing.

In addition other elements were to be
included to record the day, the Williams
special logo for the event, ‘40’ and the
company name. Fortunately I have a
Gunnar CMC which gives me a number
of options; previously I would have used
existing graphics or printed my own
and placed them in a window. The extra
details for this project can now be carved
in mountboard.

P3 - Top Mount
Photo 3 - The number 40 was cut in light
blue and inlayed into the top mount, that
also included the five photo windows and
logo.

P6 - Main Mount
Photo 6 - The assembled double mount
with logo, 40, Williams and photographs.

P1 - Gunnar Screen Shot
Photo 1 - I created the mount layout
in the Gunnar software, this included
tracing the logo, the name and number
were standard fonts although I had to
adapt the special W. Once the basic
elements are loaded onto the screen
they can be moved, sized and spaced
to produce hopefully a harmonious
coordinated composition. The individual
elements are then separated as required
for cutting.

P2 - Bottom Mount

P4 - Main Top and Bottom
Mount Assembly
Photo 4 - The mounts were stuck
together and the photographs added with
a backing mount.

P5 - Williams Letters and
Template.

P7 - Masked and Cut Martini
Mount
Photo 7 - As a reference to the current
cars, I wanted to include the Martini
racing colours. This upper mount was
made using three layers of mountboard,
one red and two light blue. To complete
the design the bevels were painted dark
blue. When cutting for a coloured bevel
I include a debossed line 5mm from the
window bevel to act as a guide for placing
the removable 811 magic tape. The tape
should be laid opposite to the cutting
direction of the machine to prevent the
head hitting a tape edge and scuffing
the tape.

Continue overleaf
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P8 - Martini Mount
Photo 8 - The three layers for the Martini
mount. An additional feature was using
rounded rather than square corners;
I felt this gave more of a flow to the
composition.

[MASTERCL ASS]

P10 - Assembled Martini Mount
Photo 10 - The three mounts were stuck
together with the addition of a hidden
spacer underneath to give added depth,
a floating effect and shadow detail.
Another function of the Martini mount
was to support the glass over the main
bottom mount and the raised Williams
lettering.

P12 - Moulding with Carbon
Wrapping
Photo 12 - For the frame I wanted to
echo the eras of the various cars by using
a double stacked frame. For today’s cars
I wanted carbon fibre. As the real thing
can be very expensive and you cannot
buy carbon moulding I made my own
using a simple cushion black moulding
covered in a 3D carbon pattern vinyl
usually used for wrapping on road cars.
The frame lengths are cut to size and
each piece individually wrapped before
assembling the frame.

P14 - Completed Frame and
Mount
Photo 14 - A silver outer frame was
chosen to represent the aluminium used
in constructing the early cars from the
1970s, the curve and smooth finish of
380 660 in the Tate range fitted the
bill perfectly. And finally everything
comes together. The two frames are
held together with silicon and canvas
offset clips and Clarity waterwhite antireflective glass completed the assembly.

P15 - Close-up Detail

MATERIALS USED

P9 - Painted Bevel
Photo 9 - Acrylic paint was used to
colour the bevels using minimal water.
Once dry the magic tape was carefully
removed, always remember to pull the
tape over the window opening to prevent
tearing the surface paper.

MOUNT BOARD

FRAMES

Minuet 8627

Black Cushion 430 167 000

Alpine Blue 8627

Silver Tate 380660

Vermillion 8020
P11 - Complete Mount
Photo 11 - To finish the mount the
upper Martini colours were stuck to
the base mount. I use a PVA adhesive
rather than double sided tape as tape
does and will fail.

Silurian Blue 8148
https://www.silverstoneframing.com
P13 - Assembled Carbon Effect
Frame
Photo 13 - This could also be described
as a decorative slip rather than a frame.

David Wilkie GCF
www.silverstoneframing.com
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as the artwork. It’s something you’ll be
looking at for years so it’s vital you get the
framing right! If you care about a piece
then invest the money to protect it and
show it off.”
The framer in the business is Andy
Philpott who has been working with
Lovelys for 6 years. “He is brilliant,”
remarks Caroline, “and he has a real eye
for detail and can turn his hand to any of
the many unusual or challenging projects
that come his way.”

M A R GAT E

REV I SI TED

In the heart of Margate, just five minutes from the internationallyacclaimed Turner Contemporary art gallery, stands Lovelys Gallery.
It has served its customers for more than 125 years and perfectly
reflects the changing face of Margate. It marries old and new;
tradition and creativity; heritage and innovation.
Founded in 1891, its current owner
Caroline Lovely is from the fourth
generation of the Lovely family. Her great
grandfather Edward Lovely opened the
first shop in Margate High Street and was
one of the first framers in the country to
import lengths of picture moulding from
Germany, a revolutionary step at the time.
Lovelys stayed open during two world
wars despite being bombed and many
famous artists including L.S.Lowry and
Walter Sickert have frequented the shop.
While Lovelys started out as a gallery
and framers, it has since evolved and
now has an extensive art and craft
department. It exhibits originals, limited
editions and prints over two floors and
offers a bespoke framing service in its
own workshop. A picture cleaning and
restoration service is also available.
Caroline decided to enter the family
business at 19 and she has spent the last
24 years developing Lovelys. She loves the
environment, the customers and their
stories and being surrounded by art.
But a lot has changed in Caroline’s 24
years. “The internet and e-retail have
transformed the way we work,” she
explains. “Our website now sells nearly
everything we have in the shop, including
artist supplies which is quite unusual for a
framers or gallery. We have had to adapt.”

“However, some things remain the same
no matter what. There is no substitute
for going into a framer in person, getting
advice and ideas and being able to touch
and feel the different mouldings. We
believe our customers will always want to
come into our shop and so even though
our e-business is thriving, our primary
focus will always be our face to face
interactions with our customers.”
If you visit Lovelys today, you will see lots
of gifts and ceramics from local artists
but its main income still comes from its
bespoke picture framing service. The
demand for this service is as great as ever.
When Caroline started at Lovelys, there
were only two types of glass available and
a handful of moulding styles – but now
there is a huge amount of choice. She
comments: “People are investing more
and more in collectable artwork and so
are using framing to reflect the value of
the art. There is also far more focus on
preservation than previously. More things
are being framed for posterity. I love the
fact you never quite know what will come
in next – in recent years we have framed a
wedding dress, a Formula 1 driving suit, a
seat from Tottenham Hotspur, moulds of
teeth and a Turkish prayer mat.”
“Quality framing is so important – we
believe the frame is almost as important

No longer just a traditional seaside
destination, Margate is fizzing with artistic
energy. It now boasts a world-class art
gallery, the Turner Contemporary, on
its famous seafront which has a rolling
programme of contemporary and
traditional exhibitions. It brings together
work by avant-garde local artist Tracey
Emin and JMW Turner, amongst others.
More than 100 of Turner’s works, including
some of his most famous seascapes, were
inspired by the East Kent coast.
In addition to the Turner Contemporary,
Margate has also seen the emergence of
a cool café culture, a promenade of retro
shops and a migration of people from
London who are keen to move out of the
capital and enjoy Margate’s combination of
old charm and new energy.
From family-holiday nostalgia, to
historic sights, Margate's rich history is
everywhere and this is now combined
with an injection of creativity and a
thriving artistic community.
“I love my job,” declares Caroline. “Our
customers are becoming increasingly
creative in their approach and we think
this is a sign of how Margate is blossoming
as a creative hub.” Caroline loves this
development and is passionate about
ensuring Lovelys evolves to cater for its
clients. It stocks a large range of moulding
styles and mountboard types and is always
looking to the future and to new styles
and approaches. For example, they are
finding that hand-finishing is more popular
than ever.
Caroline is a mother of triplets who have
started school this Autumn. She would be
very happy if one or all of them wanted
to take over the business in the future: “I
hope they’ll be as proud of their family’s
heritage as I am.”
www.lovelysgallery.co.uk
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D I A RY D AT E S
MODERN ART
TAT E S T I V E S
FROM 14TH OCTOBER 2017

I have a large vellum Knighthood scroll with the medal, which is quite large and
a selection of medals to go into the same frame, I have done some research and
know that the vellum can be finely stitched and or ribbon used across the corners.
But I was wondering what you would suggest for supporting the medal (which is
attached to the vellum scroll with thick cord)?
The thickness of the seal is almost 28mm and 16cm across. My customer wants it
all laid onto a red board or fabric, and using a gold frame. See images below.
Denise Shearing

Lyn Hall GCF (Adv.), APF Fringe
Arts says:
“Thank you for your enquiry about
framing a vellum document with a
large seal. I am assuming you will be
mounting it with external edges visible
and notice that you mention using
ribbon across the corners as support.
The principal of corner support is
ideal because vellum rarely lays flat.
However, Mylar strips would be safer.
Ribbon contains dye which could bleed
and migrate into the document. Mylar
sheets are available from Conservation
by Design and the sheets can be cut
into thin strips and threaded through
the base mount.
With regard to the medal, it is very
large and the only way I can think of
to give it support is to cut a circle into
the base mount into which the seal can
fit. If appropriate, cut an identical circle
into a piece of foam board which sits
behind the mount giving a larger edge
for the medal to sit into, also giving
greater support because of the weight.
I assume you will stitch the other
medals onto the base in your chosen
design.

Visit the newly extended Tate St Ives and enjoy
both the inspiring building and this exhibition that
celebrates the role the town has played in 20th
Century art.
Adult £9.50
Under 16s free

AI WEIWEI: CIRCLE OF
A N I M A L S / ZO D I AC H E A D S
YO R K S H I R E S C U L P T U R E PA R K
UNTIL APRIL 2018
A dramatic group of 12 bronze animal heads that has
been on a worldwide tour since May 2011, making
a colossal migration through Europe, Asia and the
Americas.
Free to all

H E TA I N P AT E L
M A N C H E S T ER A RT G A L L ERY
UNTIL 4TH FEBRUARY 2018
Bolton born Hetain Patel uses humour and the
languages of popular culture, and explores fantasy
through a domestic lens.
Free to all

AG ES OF WON DER :
S C O T L A N D ’ S A R T 15 4 0 U N T I L
NOW
R O YA L S C O T T I S H A C A D E M Y,
EDINBURGH
4TH NOVEMBER TO 7TH JANUARY 2018
Ages of Wonder tells the story of collecting Scottish
art. The exhibition reunites artworks from the Royal
Scottish Academy collection which were transferred
to the National Galleries of Scotland in 1910, with
a selection of those remaining in the Academy
collection and those collected by the Academy up
to the present day. There will be an intriguing mix of
historic and contemporary works.
Free to all

I N S TA N T S T O R I E S : W I M
WENDERS' POL AROIDS
T H E P H OTO G R A P H E R ’ S
G A L L E R Y, L O N D O N
20TH OCTOBER TO 11TH FEBRUARY 2018
This exhibition offers a rare opportunity to see the
personal and previously unseen Polaroid work of
Oscar-nominated filmmaker, Wim Wenders (b.1945,
Germany) and provides a singular insight into the
artist’s thought processes, preoccupations and
aesthetic inspirations.
All tickets £2.50

From mouldings to mountboard, frames
to glass (and everything in-between).
Whatever you are looking for, Arqadia
give you great choice and great service.
Visit arqadia.co.uk to view our range.
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